Loopy K Race, Sunday February 16, 2020
Written by Tony Brogan and Greg Taylor
The Loopy K-race is just that, having us looping into and out of Captains Passage with a
jaunt to the new Martin’s Mark (named after Ray Martin, who along with Bob Jones,)
recommended its placement) between Welbury Point and 3rd Sister: SISC start –
Ganges Shoals (P) – Horda Shoals (P) – 3S Mark (P) – U62 (P) - Welbury Spar (P) –
Horda Shoals (S) - SISC 11.0 miles with a 6 hour time limit.
(The new mark provides us with more windward- leeward courses once clear of the
harbour – ed)
The forecast was for light airs of 3-5 knots and no rocks. Both turned out to be untrue.
We were faced with gusts to 15 knots from the west, suggesting suggested a system of
some sort not too far away.
On arriving at the dock the water was calm with little zephyrs playing here and there but
noting the gusts, I opted for caution and set the 135 rather than the 155 with the full
main. I asked the crew to rig spinnaker bag and lines connected but warned them I was
not convinced we would fly the spinnaker.
The skippers meeting was attended by a jovial crowd of about 18 human sailors and
one mascot representing a fleet of 7 boats. FCR Greg welcomed new crews and
outlined the course a couple of times to perplexed looking skippers. Who in turn looked
to their crews, asking, ‘did you get that?’

The fleet mascot
Meanwhile the wind freshened from the West with the usual oscillations left and right.
The club’s mast flags began to straighten and the riggings of the moored boats rattled.

Out on the water we were required to motor across the harbour for room before turning
back to set the main. Wind gusts to 12 -14 knots occurred and the boats sailed well
under main alone. Most delayed setting a head sail. As the clock ticked down to the
start head sails went up and in a lull we raised the 135 already thankful not to have up
the larger 155 which on Radiant Heat is already over powered at 12 knots.
Now we were searching for clear water but with boat speeds at 5-6 knots the spaces
constrict quickly and we found the anchored boats in the harbour toward "squalor bay"
too close. We were in a gust suddenly rounded up into or too close for comfort to more
than one of those at anchor but with 6 minutes to start we headed toward Grace Point.
We were too busy to note the precise positions of the boats in the fleet but we stayed
clear only now and then needing to adjust course for our competitors.
At 2.5 minutes we turned back to the start and on a close reach at speed quickly ate up
the distance to the line. Luffing into the wind a couple of times slowed us enough and at
20 seconds were bore off. We were 9 seconds late but first boat over the line.
Spread to starboard were the majority of the fleet and all made good time together in fits
and starts as the gusts came and went. Nobody was left behind and the nimble boats
moved to the front. Passing Ganges shoals it was Ogopogo in the lead. Heading left
were Sorcery X and Shingebiss , Sylph – a Martin 242 owned and skippered by Craig
Leitch - danced forward just ahead of us out into the passage, Deryn Mor and Skeena
Cloud were close in touch and were passed the mark when the wind disappeared.
Craig’s Martin 242

That was easy for him to write. Skeena Cloud found herself overpowered just before the
start, even flying her 135. With new crew Mike likely thinking, ‘not this again’ after the
debacle of our race the week before, we decided to reef the main. That done we found

ourselves 200 yards on the wrong side of the outside pin. But no problem, the wind was
from WNW and we were positioned to gain the pin on a port tack and flip over to a
starboard tack at the line. All made possible by the rest of the fleet being near the inside
pin, leaving the outside pin open. Timing was key. I delayed a few seconds so we didn’t
reach the line too soon, then hardened up. The wind, of course, decides a this same
time to shift into the west and onto our nose.
Now the line was two tacks away. The wind continued to back and now two tacks
became three. Finally crossing the line, the fleet was all well away. From first across the
line last race, to dead last, by several hundred yards, this one. It was only as we began
to near Ganges Shoals that we began to catch up to the stalled boats.
Radiant Heat was barely moving, Ogopogo moved further out, a quarter mile or so
catching the edge of some breeze and seen trying the asymmetric. The two boats to the
left were closer to Welbury. Oasis moved well forward and Imp too. Deryn Mor sidled
past. It was a while before RH finally was found by some wind wind to set off in pursuit
while Skeena Cloud waited yet longer.
What to do? We set a course that the wind allowed that took us toward Welbury. We
aimed to get high of Horda Shoals and come down with the tide to the mark. Imp, Oasis
and Ogopogo were out in the channel below the mark and hopefully having to fight the
ebb tide.
Skeena Cloud, watching both strategies play out, decided to take the middle route.
Michael summed up my well thought out tactical plan by agreeing with, ‘what do we
have to lose?’ Not the headiest endorsement maybe, but it fit.
Now Radiant Heat was in good wind and closing the gap, but we were still 300 yards
back of Shingebiss and Sorcery X. Sorcery X was further ahead of RH. Ogopogo not
bothered by the current was already around Horda Shoals. Shortly the big boats were
around and then Sylph. We were closer to Shingebiss and now lifted toward the mark
had to delay our tack but we too were around and setting a higher course than
Shingebiss to Martin’s Mark we made a broad reach toward Welbury Spar and then out
of the current on to the Martin’s Mark.

Ogopogo was already returning and now it was Sorcery. We met Oasis on their return
to U62 on the Prevost shore. As both were on starboard tack we had to thread the
needle first this way and then that. We were closer to Shingebiss but there was Deryn
Mor still just ahead.

Deryn Mor with her red capped skipper
First Deryn Mor then Shingebiss rounded close together and then RH was close enough
to round inside of Shingebiss and then tack away toward Scott Point while at the same
time missing the high points of Welbury Reef.
Skeena Cloud, still well behind after rounding Horda Shoals, went back to our playbook
of, ‘what have we got to lose?’ After convincing Michael that it wasn’t entirely crazy in
this breeze; we hoisted our spinnaker. With Michael solid on the helm, she set quick
and well, and we were making a beeline to Martin’s Mark, for awhile. Then the wind
shifted into the south, causing us to adjust our course towards Second Sister, where
Michael was faced with his first, and then second gybe, followed quickly by a douse at
the Mark. Working like we had been doing this for years, everything happened almost
flawlessly. Fear inspires.
RH was now mid fleet and Oasis, Sorcery and Sylph in view, if not within reach. We
were well on our way to U62 . Shingebiss now further aft but to windward. We were
lifted just clearing Scott Point without needing to tack and we headed across Captains
Passage and as we crossed were lifted closer to U62 and the current also moving us
closer from left to right.

Tony eyeing his future. If you look back, way, way back; you will see Skeena Cloud
under spinnaker.
Sorcery was well ahead, Imp who had tacked earlier made a beeline to the mark and
was well around. As we took the Great Circle route to U62, being lifted more and more
we had to delay our tack for the rounding. Shingebiss took the inside track to U62 and
while appearing to be 10-15 lengths back was suddenly surging strait to the mark
without needing to tack and rounded the mark 3-4 lengths behind as we made for
Welbury spar.
Ogopogo had already rounded and was also around Horda shoals the second time and
headed home. Sorcery was close around as was Oasis. Sylph was still showing good
speed ahead of us. As we made toward Welbury we were headed by the wind.
Fortunately for RH Shingebiss was too but a little more and we were able to tack away
to gain ground again. Sylph was around now and shortly were we too followed closely
by Shingebiss.

Paul – our resident sailing Guru – serenely overseeing the fleet. I look forward to the
time when I can feel this relaxed anytime after getting of bed the morning of a race
After rounding Martin’s Mark, Skeena Cloud made a fine tactical decision. We tacked
out well beyond the Second Sister light before tacking back towards U62. As we closed
on U62 I thought we had not stood past the light enough. But then Michael got his first
of three tide lessons of the day (Michael is from Ottawa where tide is something you put
in the washer). Closing on U62, I saw we were going to come at least 250 yards below
it, and would have to tack back upwind.
It was then the ebb tide out of Captains Pass caught us. By the time we reached U62
we were directly abeam it, on the correct side for once, and simply had to round it. The
skipper felt pretty smug.
Now, for the second tide lesson, rounding U62, for the only time the whole day, the
wind quit. But the tide didn’t. As Michael tried to take us around the now very large red
buoy at about 1.5 knots, the tide was setting us onto the buoy at 3! I thought we might
make it. My obviously much smarter crew said, ‘I don’t feel comfortable with this’.
Looking things over, I didn’t even either, and we tacked away far enough to tack back
onto a course towards Welbury Spar. Preparing to raise the spinnaker again, the brief
pause in the wind heralded a dramatic wind change so that we were now on a close
reach to Welbury Spar. So much for the spinnaker.

Looking well, well ahead, I saw Radiant Heat was round Horda Shoals again and
heading for home in orderly procession with the rest of the fleet. Sylph stayed ahead but
was a little closer, Shingebiss turning on the boat speed was a little closer again.
The wind was still westerly, still gusting (a top apparent wind of 22 knots was noted,
during the day) and RH rode the gusts to be lifted to the left side of the harbour.
Concentrating on this we were surprised by a "Starboard " hail from Oasis. She, now
being closer to the right side had had to tack out across and, surprise, we had caught
up but not noted as they were blanketed by the headsail. Thanking them for the wake
up, courtesy call, as we passed them close astern and hardened to the finish line.
Shingebiss was hard on our heels just a little more to the lee.
Sylph who had pointed well was now finished, RH had to put in 2 tacks to make the line
and was just inside the pin. The wind was easing, Oasis slowed approaching as did
Shingebiss who also had to tack to finish.
We escaped the rain shower forecast for 12 noon which did not arrive till 14.00. Thanks
are due to visiting crew Heather and to Jim for tolerating my occasional exhortations!
They were a terrific, capable, and eager crew. One of which – Rick – shows that
eagerness below:

After sail appies and drinks were enjoyed in the hospitality of Sorcery X while the rain
poured outside. Thanks for the chats and jokes. Everyone agreed it was a great day of
sailing.
Suddenly the radio crackled alive with news our FCR had joined the immortals by hitting
a rock that was lurking in the shallows only to leap out and hit the Skeena Cloud.
Yes indeed, it was Michael’s third tide lesson in tides. Tacking down the harbour skirting
the rocks behind First Sister, knowing that although last, we would escape the previous
week’s depressing DNF, I was relaxed and yakking up a storm, when, thud, and we
were stopped dead in our tracks, rig vibrating. The wind had lessened but we had hit at

about 3 kts. Obviously stuck on the outside of a rock, I hoped by dropping the main and
then furling the genoa, throwing the boom and sail outboard, we would slide off. That
failing, we gave up on finishing the race and started the engine, attempting to reverse
off. But then, the third, or is it now fourth lesson in tide for Michael (and obviously me)
came into play, the invisible rocks beside us were rapidly becoming more and more
visible, as if they were rising out out of the ocean to grab and eat us the dreaded
Krakken. The boat began to heel over. We were truly grounded now.
Calling Oasis, Bob quickly answered and said he would be there as soon as possible.
(A good lesson why we should monitor our radios at all times). Meanwhile, Peter Toby
hopped in the skiff (thank you April for ensuring it was ready to go) and sped out to
help.
But before they arrived, a small white inflatable with a man with an Australian accent
and his son, came upon us. He obviously knew what he was doing as he immediately
called for me pass him our spinnaker halyard. Pulling us further over, we quickly came
slid off under power. While I thanked him profusely, I was a bit shattered and didn’t get
his name. I owe the man a bottle of scotch. If anyone knows who he might be, please
let me know.
Tony, bless his heart, met me on the dock, telling me not to worry. I wasn’t the first, nor
would I be the last. I met up with the rest of the crew aboard Sorcery X. Bob handed me
a large glass of scotch. And with my nerves a bit settled, I was able to enjoy the team’s
encouragement and stories of rocks and groundings. It turns out, I was late to the game
in terms of hitting rocks while racing.
I had Chris West dive on Skeena Cloud. He came up asking, ‘you sure I have the right
boat? This boat doesn’t look it has hit anything!’ So I guess while Michael and I didn’t
win the race, we did have some luck, and I am an early entrant for the ‘Broken Tiller’
trophy (again).
Next week is McMillan Trophy. See you then.

